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vidson Gives Freshmen
One of Best Dances of
State College Press AssoGreenville
College Year
Greenville
Good Record
ciation Contest
Tomorrow, being Thanksgiving,
Clemson celebrates.
For most of
the cadets there won't be any turkey forthcoming.
There is, however, plenty of excitement on the
bill of fare, which, if it materializes
according to the expectations of the
cadet corps, will more than campensate for a dozen turkey dinners
and a few banquets besides.
The holiday begins today after
scheduled classes and will end
at
10:30 o'olock Thursday night. Many
students have already left the campus for Anderson, Greenville, and
other nearby points.
All will be
in the Textile Center for the Annual
Clemson-Furman clash, however, being followed by the main body on
■ ■v,, —.-^;ai pnrly tomorrow morning.
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•is not compulsory but comes as a
request from President Sikes who
wants the corps to make a good appearance at the game.
A snake dance will probably rb"?
arranged between the halves. Snake
dances have not been allowed onl
the Furman field in the past, buii
since the demonstration at the state
fair was carried out in such an orderly manner, cheer leaders are in
high hopes that University officials
will give .their consent for a "grand
parade."
The Southern railway is offering
the usual low excurison rates to
the game and student's tickets to
the game are being sold at $1. Arrangements have been made for the
special to remain in Greenville until 10 o'clock Thursday night.
Officials are in hopes that the
corps will make just as good a showing in Greenville as they did at the
state fair.
The Columbia trip was
worth thousands as an advertising
project alone in addition io dispelling many false ideas that have been
broadcast concerning the type of
men at Clemson, and it is hoped
that the Greenville trip will still
more thoroughly acquaint the people of South Carolina with the true
spirit of Clemson College.

Staff Non-Coms Honored
At Peck-Naramor Dinner
Sergeant and Mrs. J. M. Peck
and Sergeant and Mrs. Gilbert itf.
Naramor entertained the non-cooimisioned officers of the cadet staff
at the home of Sergeant Peck Konday evening with a delightful dinner.
The guests found their seats In
the dining room 'marked by attractive
place-cards, suggestive
of
Thanksgiving.
A delicious dinner
of four courses was served, and the
remainder of the evening was spent
in an enjoyable game of cards.
Those present were
Sergeant
Stearns and Cadet Master. Sergeant
J. H. Baker, Supply Sergeant L. A.
Seaborn, Color Sergeants C. C. New.
man and J. A. Warren, «,nd Sergeant-Majors R. H. Mitchelll, F. J.
Fishburne, and S. R. Alexander.

The Clemson delegates to the
South Carolina
Baptist
Student
Conference, held at Greenville Woman's College in Greenville last
week, report a very profitable as
well as a highly enjoyable trip.
Representatives from practically
every college in
South
Carolina
were present to discuss the important subject of religion on the college campus. Among the
girls'
colleges, Limestone had the largest
delegation, while
Clemson
was
foremost among the men.
The delegates
arrived
Friday
afternoon, registered at the Fine
Arts Building, G. W. C, and immediately entered into their program.
Very profitable and interesting
meetings were held on Friday afternoon, Friday night,
Saturday
morning and Saturday afternoon,
but the most important part of the
program was the group discussions
on Saturday morning.
The dele,
gates were divided into four groups
each group being under an able
leader, and the following subjects
were discussed: Church Relationship of Students, Baptist Student
Union Methods, Soul Winning and
Missionary Work in Colleges.
Of
these .the topic of Baptist Student
Union Methods created the most
interest, a plan being discussed for
the union of all students on the
campus, regardless of their denomination.
Many prominent speakers were
present, including: Rev. A. Paul
Bagly, Wake Forest, N. C.; Dr.
William Russel Owen, Macon, Ga.;
Rev. R. S. Jones, Brazil; Ricardo
Alvarez, Temuco, Chile; and Rev.
Earnest Kolb, and E. W. Carpenter, Jr. of Clemson College.
Of
exceeding interest was the talk
made by Ricardo Alvarez, of South
America, who has been speaking
the English language for only a
short time.
The high point socially was the
supper
at
Furman
University
Saturday night. The main feature
of the occasion, besides the "eats,"
was the program of humor, wit,
and stunts which was rendered by
the delegates of the different colleges.
The results of the
conference
were summed up by a "Findings
Committee," which also made recommendations for future conferences. It was decided not to have
a South Carolina convention next
year, but to direct all efforts towards .the Southern conference at
Birmingham.
—D. H. R.
"I'm going to marry a pretty girl
and a good cook."
"You can't. That's bigamy."—Ex
The only reason that Rome was
not built in a day was that Mussolini was not there.

Christmas a month off. Look
your best during the holidays
in a Collegian suit. Special all
this week, any suit $29.50.

The College Press Association of
South Carolina held
its
annual
meeting in Columbia last week
with about seventy-five delegates,
including five Clemson men, in attendance. Programs were well arranged, social events were frequent,
and the students of Carolina, Chicora, and Columbia proved themselves most gracious
hosts
and
hostesses, so that the meeting was
one of the most successful of the
association's history.
In the various competitions held
by the association each year for
different kinds of publication work,
one Clemson entry, an editorial
from The Tiger, won first place
in its class. The editorial winning
the prize as the best in a South
Carolina college pap^r during the
past year was written by E. Lewis
Smith, '2 5, editor of the
paper
last year, on the subject "Where
Are You Standing Now?" It was
published in The Tiger of December 10, 1924. Smith will receive
a medal from the association as his
prize.
The association decided at its
business session to vote annually to
decide the official opinion of the
association as to the best college
newspaper and the best college magazine in the state.
This vote
was taken, and "The Gamecock," of
the University of South Carolina,
received the highest number of
votes for selection as the best college newspaper during the past
year. The Tiger took second place
in this voting. Among the magazines, The Winthrop Journal was
given first place by a large vote.
Prominent Speakers
The chief addresses before the
convention were made by Dr. W.
W. Ball, head of the journalism
school of the University of South
Carolina, Dr. Reed Smith, also of
the University, and Dr. J. M. Ariail
of Columbia College.
Mr. Charlton Wright, one of the scheduled
speakers, could not appear, and
profitable round-table
discussions
were held as a substitute for his
lecture.
Dr. Ball spoke broadly on "College Publications" and told of the
ways in which the college publicaLions of South Carolina may ,be improved.
Dr. Reed Smith's topic
was the short story and'Dr. Arail's
was poetry. At the group discussions, the delegates were divided
into two groups, those representing newspapers and
those
representing magazines, each group
discussing topics of special interest to itself.
At the first formal meeting of
the convention Thursday morning
the delegates were welcomed by
the president, W. Lee Crocker, of
the University.
Mr. Ducker,
of
Newberry, replied for the visitors.
At the business
session
Friday
morning a number of amendments
to "ne constitution wenfe adopted
and various recommendations for
future meetings of the press conference approved.
Social events took a prominent
(Continued on Page 5)

Again, on Friday evening of last
week the music of the "Jungaleers" was accompanied
by
the
movement of many feet as the
dance lovers of "Tigertown" and
their fair guests made merry at
the Ladies' Dance, given by the
local chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
Shortly after nine o'clock
the
first strains came from the orches
tra.
Many a happy moment was
spent from then until time when
the last chord of "Home
Sweet
Home died away and the tired but
happy couples
made their
way
back home.
The dance ended a
wonderful success.
The gymnasium was very beautifully decorated with yellow chry
santhemiims and large oak leaves,
colored by "Jack Frost." At one
end of the hall was a table from
which delicious sandwiches were
served during the intermission
The success of this dance is due
to the untiring efforts of Mrs Winslow Sloan, and Mrs. Logan Marshall, and other ladies on the campus who
assisted
them
Many
thanks are due them from the
Cadets who attended.
Among those who attended this
dance were:
Miss Emma Staunton, of Anderson, with Cadet L. C. Adams; Miss
Sarah Pearson of Anderson, with
Cadet L. V. Massey; Miss Dolores
Todd of Anderson, with Cadet H.
E. McCracken; Miss Catherine Carrol, of Sumter, with Cadet T. Gilbert Jackson; Miss Melba Johnston
of Greenville with
Cadet
Gary
Shull; Miss Martha Willimon, of
Greenville, with Cadet Mack Salley; Miss Sally Wallace of Green
ville, with Cadet Chas. D. Greene;
Miss Elizabeth Edwards, of Greenville, with Cadet Johnnie Batson;
Miss Alice Linder of Anderson,
with Cadet W. C. Brown;
Miss
Mary Miller, of Seneca, with Cadet
"Red"
Mitchell;
Miss
Myrtle
Brown, of Anderson, with
Cadet
Joe Warren; Miss Sadie Smoak, of
Orangeburg, with Cadet L. E. Wiggins; Miss Alice Bowen, of Spartanburg, with Cadet W. H. Redfern; Miss Alice Carroll, of Sumter, with Cadet G. W. Bryce; Miss
Ollie Rhame, of Inman, with Cadet H. L. Stoutamire; Miss Delma
Bailes, of Anderson, with Cadet H.
F. Rees; Miss Lilly B. Parrish, of
Greenville, with Cadet Jack Law;
Miss Harriet Trowbridge, of Clemson College, with Cadet Bob Pickens; Miss Marg Workman of Rock
Hill, with Cadet
"Doc"
White:
Miss Eloise McHugh, of Clemson
College, with Cadet J. W. Gray;
Miss Nellie Sue Pickens, of Clemson College, with Cadet W.
D.
Nickles; Miss Leila Mae Fears, of
Tryon, with Cadet "Ooley" Dozier;
Miss Isobel Bunkley, of
Seneca,
with Cadet Carter Newman; Miss
Lily Holston, of Seneca, with Cadet T. J. McGill; Miss "Dot" Childress, of Spartanburg, with Cadet J.
B. Anderson; Miss Flora Pruitt, of
Anderson, with Cadet J. B. Covington; Miss Freddie Cullum of At(Continued on Page 5)

For the first time this season
the Tigers won a football game on
Rigg's Field. The Cubs gave us
that refreshing draught for which
we had long thirsted. They overpowered the Davidson Wild Kittens
for-a 2 5 to 7 victory las"t Saturday
afternoon.
This game marked the end
of the football season
for
the
Rats. They could not have closed
it in more fitting style. There is
no doubt that it was the Cub's day
except in the second quarter. They
played wonderful football in
all
other parts of the game.
The whole team functioned as
one unit. There were stars galore.
Every one of the Whelps was on
his toes and their superiority was
manifested on almost every occasion.
In the first quarter they
jumped in the lead but the WildKittens came back
and
pushed
over a touchdown.
The Whe'.ps
failed to kick their point
after
touchdown and the Young Davidsonians kicked theirs.
This put
the Wildkittens in the lead.
But the Clemson Rats were determined to treat the cadets to a
victory so early in the second half
they launched an atack that was
not to be stopped. End rains, passes, and line plunges began to be
executed almost at will and it was
not much longer before the Cubs
had a big score chalked up in their
favor.
Pearman lead the scoring of the
day with three touchdowns to his
credit.
Davis carried the ball across the goal line once.
Little
Johnie McMillan ran the team with
great skill. He
made
several
beautiful runs and did most of the
kicking.
Imes, star half back, sustained
a broken nose in the second quar
ter when he fell.
He has played
outstanding football during the entire season and should make the
varsity next year.
The freshman have had a very
successful year. They played five
games, lost two and won three This
is the best record that a Clemson
freshman team has had in several
years, and is an indication that the
Tigers should have a good varsity
team next year.

IMPORTANT MATTERS
DISCDSSED AT LAND
RANT COLLEGE MEET
Sikes Confers on R. O. T. C.
Appropriations with Other
Presidents
A nationwide protest by presidents
of state colleges
against
the proposed reduction in the R.
O. T. C. budget was one of the matters of importance taken up at the
1925 session of the National Association of Land Grant Colleges
(Continued on page 8)
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EDITORIAL
The Tiger wishes to thank all those connected with the student publications of the University of South Carolina, Chicora
College, and Columbia College for the hospitality which they
tendered the Clemson delegates to the College Press Association Plans for the meetings went through in fine shape, and
every delegate was made to feel at home. The officers of the
association did their work well. Meetings of the press body are
always enjoyed. This year the standards of pleasure and
profit were even higher than before.
TIGERS ALL
While the varsity football squad, and the men thereon, get
all the publicity, the scrubs toil on, doing their share, and more,
of the hard work. Clemson's scrubs are ever true to the tradition, giving their all, being the best of Tigers, with no hope of
reward save the knowledge of service well-done for the good
of the Tiger clan.
. .
„
„
While by the very nature of things it is impossible tor the
scrubs to get the praise they deserve in the news of a football
season, The Tiger has nevertheless tride in the past, as it
will in the future, to da its bit toward recognizing the glorious
scrub—we mean glorious, even htough the public never sees
him A few weeks ago we paid our tribute to the scrubs in an
editorial entitled "The Unsung Warriors". Now, as the season
closes, we receive a tribute to these hard-scrapping Tigers from
Ben E. Goodale who, being their coach, certainly knows whereof he speaks. We are only too glad to print in full what Coach
"Big Ben" says of the scrubs. His sentiments are The Tiger s.
We endorse every statement in the following:
HONOR THE SCRUBS
Tigers, let us pause a moment
.to honor a bunch of he-men who
have valiantly played
the game,
who have fought against great
odds with no sign of reward in
view, who have daily battled when
battered, bruised and bleeding, for
pure love of the game and a chance
to serve for Clemson. Here is a
bunch of true Tigers. What would
we do without them?
Have you ever considered the reward the scrubs receive? No praise,
no press comments, no limelight
to spur them on. No trips to look
forward to. No training table tJ
fit their bodies for their daily grind
as "cannon fodder."
After two
hours of body tearing
activity,
they wearily drag themselves to
the Mess Hall for the regular mess
which was not planed to fill the

body needs of tired athletes.
No headgears,
inferior
equipment, and ill fitting shoes go to
the scrubs. Everything is against
them. Inexperience and physical
characteristics are other handicaps.
The majority of the scrubs know
they will never win a letter.
Why do they subject themselves
to the fury of the varsity weight
and experience day after day with
nothing as an objective and nothing to spur them on?
There can be only one answer .to
that question.
They are true Tigers who love Clemson and foottall.
May the spirit and fight of cur
scrubs be typical of every Clemson man. Our college will reach
!o unlimited power in every endeavor when faculty and students
alike get the "spirit of the Scrub."
B. E. Goodale

The Tiger has also noticed a few tributes to the scrubs in
the daily papers. We reprint one of these from The Gaffney
Ledger in the press comment column of this issue.
CLEMSON RECOGNIZED
Although the publicity that Clem_
son has received in the sporting
pages this fall has not been good on
account of the losses of the football
team, the daily press of the state
has not failed to recognize the improvement that has taken place in
practically all phases of collegiate
activity at the Tiger institution.
Many of the leading papers of
the state have carried editorials complimenting Clemson on her spirit
and her excellent progress along
many line*. Recently The Columbia State carled some very compli-

mentary remarks on the trip the
Cadet Corps made to
Columbia.
More recently our friend, Col. J.
Rion McKissick, editor of The Greenville Piedmont, published a splendid
editorial on "Clemson's New Spirit"
which we reprinted in the columns
last issue.
Only last week The
Spartanburg Journal printed two
wide columns of editorial matter
about Clemson. This is only to
mention a few of the more prominent articles.
Clemson Is being recognised. The
state of South Carolina is realizing
that the college is marching on ts
bigger things.

(Gaffney Ledger.)
''Grange makes forty yards off
right end." ''On a fake kick formation Kuntch carried the ball 63
yards for a touchdown." "A pass
was received by Thayer on the opponent's twenty yard line, and by
dodging and squirming his
way
past two men he carried the ball
over."
Reports like these coming over
the radio give every football fan
a thrill. The names of a great
college football star receives more
mention these days than the name
of the President
of the United
States. This is nothing to deplore,
of course.
Football has become
one of the most popular of
all
sports, and a love for sports on the
part of the people of an entire
nation is evidence of virility and
pep in the national consciousness.
But it seems to The Ledger that
we think too much about the great
stars and too little about the cooperation and team work that
makes their brilliant feats on the
gridiron possible.
We love
the
spectacular hut we
forget
that
spectacular
achievements
would
never be possible without cooperation, "the team work of every
bloomin' soul."
We watch with admiration the
feats of the famous halves, and forget all about the scrubs who appear
every day of practice, fight
the
first team, have their noses rubbed
:n the mud, and give the first
string warriors the practice they
must have before they can even
hope to win a big game.
So this editorial is dedicated to
the men on every football squad
who go thru one ordeal after another knowing that
glory
will
never come to them. We want to
extend a word of commendation .to
t^o unknown scrubs, second team
raenr—the ordinary fellows who
are willing to
contribute
their
share to the victory knowing full
well that all the honor will go to
someone else.
We. l'.ke then- spir;t They've got
the stuff in them that may make
them stars in the business and
commercial world when the football
uniform and diploma are carefully
laid aside. They are the kind oC
fellows who are willing to do the
drudgery work in every community
activity and let. the credit go where
it may. In other words they think
first, last, and all the time about
the results to be attained and never the personal recognition that
may come. Usually time will single
them out from the mass and give
them the honor they think so little
about.

pared thoroughly for their respective spheres in the world's work.
It may be the same ever afterwards, but one of the first impressions, and an abiding
one, to
a
"first" visitor is the beauty of the
campus.
The administration building towers forth in bold relief, and
the greensward alopses
gracefully
and gradually in every
direction
downward to impressive proportions
and then on and on to the adjoining
hillsides covered with trees of many
varieties, whose foliage, developed
and colored to the fullest by the
dry summer and autumn gives a
grogeous, inimitable panorama
of
Nature that must appeal to the highest and nobles: in the more than a
thousand boys whose daily existence
is pent thereon and thereabout.
» * * «
Dr. W. W. Long, head of
the
Extension Service, was at his desk
bright and early as usual; he is a
worker; he. always has something
to do; he is always doing something
and whatever he does is well don-3.
He has been actively identified with
Clemson for the past 12 years. Prior
to that time he was for 32 consecutive years connected with
the
United States Department o£ Agriculture.
Dr. Long started at the
bottom.
Once he was on the putside looking in—now he is on the
inside looking out. Years ago when
he first applied to the Department
in Washington for a job, he knew
something about farming and agriculture and wanted to know more.
The only thing available was to
shovel coal out in the wintry weather of Washington, D. C, and anyone who knows that city
knows
what winter weather really is.
The
Doctor had for his "side kick" at
the time a darkey and they had
many a hard day of it.
But Dr.
Long stuck to the coal shoveling
and gradually advanced from division to division and from bureau to
bureau until South Carolina was
fortunate enough to get him to head
the Extension Service of her great
agricultural and mechanical college.
The South Carolina farmer must
be aroused to the fact that when
he competes against the Texas cotton grower the cards are aginst him,
according to Dr. Long, who cites
five distinct factors: First, the rainfall in June, July and August, the
boll weevil months, in South (ta.rolina averages from 18 to 2 2 inches
normally, while in Texas it is from
12 to 14 inches; Sbcond, in Texas
they do not have to use the extensive amount of high-priced fertilizers
that are required in South Carolina;
third, in Texas there is an abundance of cheap labor from Mexico;
fourth, when it comes to modern
machinery for intensive
farming

Texas naturally "lies level," her rolling prairie lands permitting of their
operating to advantage, while in this
state the results are not satisfactory, due to the contour and outline of the land; fifth, in Texas the
cotton crop is largely raised
by
white people while in South Carolina
it is generally produced by negro
labor, and there is a special significance to this fact.
The South Carolina farmer, as Dr.
Long sees it, must diversify.
No
one should abandon cotton raising,
but along with it he should raise
his foodstuffs for man and beast.
That is the only answer to the most
serious situation that has confronted the farmers of South Carolina
since the days of the Civil War.

«-"*«

LEWIS SMITH, '25,
a former
captain of the Tiger track team and
editor of The Tiger in 1924-25. His
editorial, ''Where are You Standing Now," won the medal for editorials at the annual convention of
the South Carolina College Press
Association.

THE NEW CORONA FOOR

SONS' AND FATHERS' DAY
AT CLEMSON
From "The Spartanburg Journal"
Every taxpayer of South Carolina,
and every citizen as well, should be
proud of
Clemson
College—this
great educational institution located on the historic Calhoun estate,
with its rolling, undulating terrain,
its immense physical plant, its incomparably beautiful campus,
its
atmosphere and spirit, the latter the
result of its three decades or more
of association and training of thousands of sons of Carolina and other
states.
This was "Sons and Fathers" day here, and a goodly company of representative men
from
various parts of the state spent the
day as guests of the
college, fraternizing with their sons.
Among
these visitors was one who "substituted" as a father, realizing what a
blotch he made of it, yet enjoying
every minute of the time.
After
allowing for the "first visit" and a
very limited space of time, the impressions and observations stand
out clearly and distinctly that her^
in the northwestern
portion
of
South Carolina, at the foot of the
purple Blue Ridge, a great educational institution, with an enviable
past and full of confidence in the
future, under President E. W. Sikes,
and its adequate faculty, is carrying
on the important work of training
and educating young men and sending them out by the thousands pre-
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A Lawyer's Letter
"You have beautiful eyes," wrote
Professor: To noisy class, "Or- the young lawyer, "and exquisite
long lashes, and I love the way the
der!"
Sleepy student: "A ham sand- aforesaid eyes peep out from under
the aforesaid lashes."—Judge.
wich."

What about the Freshman that Mary had a little lamb.
thought July the Fourth was a Also a dog and bear.
I've often seen her lamb and dog—
king of England.
But my poem stops right here.
Father: "Look here, Frances; I
don't mind you sitting up late with The cow stood on the
railroad
that young man of yours, but I
track
do object to him taking my morn- A-looking at the sky.
ing paper when he goes."
Down the track came the Limited;
Oh, see the butterfly!
Try this at three A. M.
If you can say it then it is safe
Here's the song: "She gave him
to go -home, you're not drunk.
the monkey-wrench when she saw
'«A shell shocked
soldier sorts he was a nut."
short socks."
A city and a chorus girl
He—We're having a party toAre much alike, 'tis true;
night, won't you come along?"
A city's built with outskirts.
She—Oh, I can't.
I haven't a
A chorus girl is, too.
thing to wear.
"That's all right; this is a blind
Hulda swallowed a tape measure
date."
the other day, and now she won't
budge her two feet an inch from
Prof.—Take Jane Austin, for in- the yard.
stance.
Stude—You take her; I gotta
"You seem well posted on the
girl.
Spanish War?"
"Yep, been going to the doctor
Uncle Sam observes that lightn- lately and reading the magazines
ing rods are not the only things he had piled up in his office."
run in the ground these days.
Bo—The shades of night are fall
ing fast.
Zo—Yes, there's no use in standing here any longer.
"Oh, Gondolita,
do you
e?"
"I'll say so."
"But do you love me?"

love

"George," said his mother-inlaw, "I saw you coming out of a
barroom yesterday."
"Yes," answered George, "I had
to catch a train."—Pitt Panther.
INFORMATION BUREAU
Q. When is a lover like a tailor?—H. O. T.
A. When he presses his suit.
Q. What was Hobson's choice?
-D. U. B.
A. Mrs. Hobson.
Q. What time is it when you see
a man scratching his head?—N. U.
T.
A. Five after one.
Q. What is the west side of a
little boy's pants?—S. O. T.
A. Where the son sets.
Q.

What may be

called

the

"And you say my boy
come a very noted man,"
proud mother.
"He will if he lives long
replied the fortune teller,

"IT'S A PITY THAT DIOGENES MISSED US IN
HIS SEARCH FOR AN HONEST MAN."

drunkard's age?—L. I. T.
A. The wreckage.

Ninety-five per cent of
girls
English Teacher: "Who were the
smoke.
The other five per cent
Four Horsemen?"
"Red" Mitchell.—"Paul Revere, feel they can attract more attenTheodore Roosevelt, Jesse James, tion by not smoking.
and Barney Google."—Pointer.
"Yes, I married John Brown's
Young Lady (at the
Dance): widow."
"What! Is old Brown dead?"
Can you do "The Charleston?"
"Well, if he ain't we :played a
Leroy Simkins: No, but I can do
dirty trick on him. We buried him."
"The Clemson."
(Note: This is a pointless joke).
We know a hay handler nearby
Nola—You certainly are a won- who fed his cow sawdust and got
shaving cream.
derful football player, "Tick."
"Tick" Hendee: I only wish you
Sir Arthur: "Haste thee, worm,
meant that, Nola.
and fetch the aeteylene torch and
Nola: So do I.
some nitroglycerine. There is one
fervent flea in my knight clothes."
Tragedy in Two Acts
Act I
She: "I wish you'd look the othTurkey—Gobble! Gobble!
er way."
Act II (Six hours later).
Young Brother: "'He can't help
Corps o' Cadets: Gobble! Gobble!
the way he looks."
(Curtain)

THREE

may beCustomer—1 can't find my wife
said the anywhere, what shall I do.
Floorwalker—Just start talking
enough." to our pretty assistant over there.
simply.
Aunt—So your sweetheart went
away yesterday—parting is pain"Good heavens! Who gave you ful, isn't it?
Ayershire Breeders' Associa- ..hat
black eye?"
Niece—I should say so.
Every
tion Opens Contest for
"A bridegroom, for kissing the rib in my body aches.—Ex.
bride after the ceremony."
College Men
"But surely he didn't object to A happy world of this we'd make,
that ancient custom?"
One free from fret and fuss,
Offering $200 in cash prizes The
"No, but it was two years after If all the people here would tane
Ayrshire Breeders' Association of the ceremony.
Their good advice from us.—Ex.
Brandon, Vermont, makes announcement of an essay contest for college
students during the current year.
"The Economic Value of Production
Tests" is the subject selected which
permits the discussion of the merits
of all the various types of tests, including cow testing associations,
Scottish, Danish, Advanced Registry,
and the new Herd Test plan. It is
Because That is What We Represent in Business
sugested that the essays be limited
to 2500 words and particular attention is called .to the .point that
no breed partisan limitations are imposed upon these papers.
The purse is divided into prizes
Agents for GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL
of $100, $50, $25, $15, and $10,
"Nothing
but the best"
Greenville, S. C.
which will be given by the Ayrshire
Breeders' Association to the first
five students. Any college student
who has completed the work equivalent to the Freshman year's rerequirements, and is in good scholastic standing is eligible for this
contest.
Essays must be submitted to the
office of the Ayrshire Breeders' Association on or before June 1, 1926.
Judges will consist of a representative of the Ayrshire Breeders' Association.
Presentation of prizes
will he made at the 19 2 6 meeting
of the American Dairy Science Association.
AYRSHIRE BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION, BRANDON, VERMONT.

$200 OFFERED FOR
STUDENT ESSAYS

Editor: Are all these jokes original?
"Shine:" No, I made them up
myself.
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WALSH AND REINACH, ROOM 168 BAND HALL

SPECIAL THANKSIVING OFFER

(

ANY DAVID ADLER COLLEGIAN SUIT
$29.59

RIFLE COMPETITION
FAST GROWS KEENER

ALL THIS WEEK—REGARDLESS OF COST.

Clemson Team Will be Selected
Soon; Good Scores Recorded Already

Last week saw real action on
the 50-foot range and the way the
boys are using the old peep sight
and the "squeeze" shows improvement.
The plan for the rifle team is
to run all competitors through a
course on "X", "Y" and the N. R.
A. target used In the inter-collegiate matches. Nineteen men have
turned in complete scores for the
X target with the following results out of a possible 200:
Morgan, B. W.
186.
Marshall, R. M.
186
Thomas, L. O.
183
Parler, M. L.
183
Tolbert, J. N.
181
Ray, C. E.
180
Major, J. D.
177
Partridge, J. N.
174
Adams, L. C.
173
Haskell, A. .
186
185
Our
cornfield filosopher says Caughman, J. M.
183
there is a natural affinity between Padgett, L. C.
182
a colored man and a chicken. One Jones, M. A.
180
is descended from Ham, the other Lee, S. A.
Seaborn, L. A.
180
from eggs.
Avent, J. K.
• 175
West, W. P.
175
"Git outta my way, nigger, I'se Daniel, G. T.
169
de champion ob dis here town."
Work during the .present week
"Nigger, I l.in't believe
you, will progress through the X target
but I ain't takiu' no unnecessary for a large number of competitors
risks.
with Y and Z targets for those
having completed the easy bull.
They were making a drive to
No dope is offered yet on posraise funds for an addition to the sible members of the team as ColoAfrican Baptist Church. Two ne- nel Douglass, Captain Trimmier,
gro sisters called on old
Uncle S. M. Cox, and Gillespie of last
Berry, an aged negro, who lived on year's team have not been able to
the outskirts of the village, and complete courses for record on acexplained the purpose of their visit count of press of scholastic work.
and asked the aged darkey to give
something toward the cause.
"Can you imagine anything that
"Lawsy, sisters, I sho' would like you would rather see than Mae
to help you-all along," he
said, Muray as 'E've'?"
"but I just ain't got it. Why, I
"Sure, that is easy—Gilda Grey
has the hardest time to keep pay- with a chill."
ing a little something on what I
already owe around here."
"But," said one of the collectors, There was a young chap from
"you know you owe the Lord someQuebec.
thing, too."
Who smoked cigarettes by the peck
"Yes, dat's right, sister," said
And when they asked why
the old man; "but He ain't pushHe drank so much rye,
ing me like any other creditors Is." Said: "To water my camels, by
—Western Christian Advocate
heck."

Clemson men here's your chance.

See HOKE SLOAN
AND PICK OUT OUR SUIT
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Next Week
BLACK and WHITE TOOTH BRUSH
Regular Price 50c
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BLACK and WHITE TOOTH PASTE
Regular Price

10c

Both for 25 Cents
DON'T BUY THOES CHRISTMAS GIFTS UNTIL
YOU SEE OUR SELECTIONS*

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
STATIONERY
COLLEGE

FOUNTAIN PENS
PENNANTS

WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
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S. G. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY AOOPTS
MEMORIAL TRIGUTE TO OR.W.M.RIGGS

i

He was a member of the South
Late Clemson President Was
Carolina public service commission
Honorary Member of Or1913-1916; President of the American Land Grant College Engineering
ganization
Association 1919; President of the
The South Carolina Agricultural Southern Agricultural Workers, 19Society, a distinguished organization 17; Vice-President of the American
of prominent Carolinians, adopted Association of Agricultural Colleges
Experiment
Station
1915;
as the sentiment of the Society at and
the October meeting a tribute to the member of the Executive Committee
late Dr. W. M. Riggs, president of of the Land Grant College Association from 1917 and elected ChairClemson College for many years.
Dr. Riggs was elected to honorary man of that committee two days
membership in this society less than before his death; Fellow in the
a year before his death. The tribute American Institute of Electrical Engineers; Members of the Executive
adopted is as follows:
Board of the Southern Conference
IN MEMORIAM
for Education and Industry 1915Dr. Walter Merritt Riggs
Dr. Riggs seems to have been 1917; Chairman of the South Caroborn for the position to which he lina Naval Consulting Board in 19was called and which he so success- 16, and member of the State Counsel
for Defense, 1917-1919; field orfully filled.
Early in life he displayed remark- ganizer for vocational work of the
able gifts and after graduating at American Expeditionary Forces 19the common schools of Orangeburg, 19; President of the Association of
his father, who himself was a me- R. O. T. C. Colleges in the Fourth
chanical genius, seeing in the son Corps Area. In recognition of his
these talents matriculated him in outstanding services the War Dethe College of Mechanical Arts at partment made him a LieutenantAuburn, Alabama, from which he Colonel in the Reserve Corps of the
graduated in June 1893, one month United States Army, and he had acbefore Clemson College was opened. cepted the commission a few weeks
He there continued his studies and before his death.
The duties which devolved upon
was instructor of English. In 1894
he received from that school the E. him in these various associations
and M. E. Degrees, after which he were discharged with the same destudied at Cornell. Was instructor gree of fidelity as were those perin Physics at Auburn from 1894 to formed as President of Clemson Col189 6. While there he took a lead- lege. The South Carolina Univering part in athletics and other social sity confered upon him the degree
functions. He was captain of the of Doctor of Law in 1911. To that
baseball team; and left end and institution he was always loyal as
manager of the football team and one of the great institutions of
for years director of the Glee Club. learning in this state.
As the head of our great agriculHe was called to Clemson in
February 1896 as Assistant in Me- tural college he always magnified
chanical and Electrical Engineering. the science of agriculture and so proWas elected professor of Electrical moted that branch of our industry.
Engineering and Director of the De- He was one of the valued members
of this Society.
partment.
Upon the social side of life he
On January 1, 1910 was elected
Acting President, and on March 11, was a great lover of music. Possess1911 was elected to the Presidency a sweet and cultivated tenor voice,
which position he filled with marked he sang at chapel services which he
ability and success until the time oj regularly attended. In early life he
connected himself with the Presbyhis death.
terian Church and while at ClemIn a letter addressed to Senator son attended the church and with
Tillman, the President of the Board his cultivated voice took part in the
of Trustees of Clemson College, he
expressed his ideas of the duties of service.
As a teacher he was exacting but
President of .the college in the the
kind and so students under him
following terms:—■
worked more earnestly than under
"I want you to understand of
any other professor. Physically rocourse that suggestions as to
bust and mentally strong he was
details and sugestions of any
capable of strenuous and continued
nature will be welcomed from
application and so he expected much
any member of the Board, parof his students, and despite the fact
ticularly from yourself—but I
that he was a hard taskmaster his
don't want any one to be surcourses were the most popular in
prised or disappointed if after
college and Ms students more detaking counsel with my assovoted.
ciates here I cary out the plans
As President he displayed the
acording to my best judgement.
same qualities. He was frequently
In fact I am not so constituted
spoken of as the ablest
College
•that I can follow implicity
President in the South. During his
some one else's lead; or accept
career as President he built up a
his judgment in place of my
great agricultural college for the
own."
state and thereby put new ideas in
Such an expression showed the this principal industry of our state.
character of the man.
However,
Dr. Walter Merritt Riggs was born
when working with his faculty he in Orangeburg, S. C. January 24,
always took counsel with them and 1873, and died in Washington, D. C.
whenever he had occasion to suggest January 22, 19 24, this lacking two
a change or any innovation which days of being fifty-one years of age.
was unfavorably acted on by the fa- And so passed away in the very
culty, he would respect the wishes of prime of his manhood and at the
that ho<iy, although he was clothed zenith of his usefulness, one of our
with authority to act Independently. foremost citizens and a distinguishThe spirit of cooperation with his ed teacher of agriculture; and this
fellow members of the faculty was Society desires to place on record
manifested on all occasions.
In
academic matters he gave full au- this tribute to his memory.
thority to the directors of the departments and he invariably sup- Col. and Mrs. Cole Give
ported them. In matters of disciDinner for Officers
pline, "while he was vested with the
power to veto the act of the comColonel and Mrs. O. R. Cole en.
mittee, he never exejcised that power; and contrary to the general opin- tertained a group of cadet officers
ion he was always on the side of at. dinner last Thursday evening.
the boy except when a question of Those present were Colonel G. I.
Finklea; Lieutenant Colonel W. J.
morality was involved.
Dr. Riggs' devotion to Clemson Douglass; Majors J. E. Westbury,
College was known to all. He was E. R. Alexander, and E. M. Salley;
ever working to build up,one of the and Captain W. A. Farmer, presifinest institutions of the land as the dent of the senior class.
results of his efforts now ' attest.
It is needless to say that each
Again and again called to other of these students enjoyed the despheres of activity at much larger lightful dinner very much.
Such
salaries he steadfastly declined pre- occasions (|re always more than
ferring to devote his life to the welcomed by
Clemson
students
cause of his state, and so Clemson since they get a touch of home life
stands today a monument of his de- from them.
voted efforts.
The guests at this delightful dinNor was his work confined to that ner extend their hearty appreciainstitution as his work in other tion to the host and hostess.
spheres will attest.
E. R. A.

THE TIGER

CAMPUS NOTES
Members of the Book
Circle
were delightfully entertained last
Wednesday
afternoon
by
Miss
Janie Sloan.
Mrs. D. H. Henry,
was elected chairman, and Mrs. M.
E. Bradley, Secretary. At the close
of the meeting, refreshments were
served by Miss Sloan.
Mrs. F. T. Dargan entertained
the Wednesday Morning
Bridge
Club last week.
At the end of
the game, refreshments were served.
A delightful bridge party was
given by Mrs. H. W. Barre last
Wednesday evening. A number of
the campus people were present.
Miss Amye Sloan was hostess at
an informal dance at her home on
Saturday evening.
A number of
Cadets, members of the Davidson
Team and young ladies of the
campus attended. This was given
in honor of Miss Freddie Cullum,
the week end guest of Miss Sloan.
Miss Mary Miller of Seneca and
Miss Elizabeth Shaefer of Toccoa,
Ga., spent the week end at the
home of Mrs. Fitzpatrick.
Mrs. J. L. Marshall has returned from Dillon where she attended
the twenty-ninth annual
conference of the South Carolina D. A. R.
which was held there last week.
—J. A. W.

Y. M. C. A. NOTES
E. L. McCormac, J. W. Williamson, and J. R. Cooper composed
a Gospel Team which conducted
services for the Christian Endeavor
at the Central Presbyterian Church
of Anderson Sunday evening.
Williamson gave a talk on the
meaning of Thanksgiving. Cooper
spoke on opportunities of college
life. McCormac was the presiding
officer.
This Team made the visit to Anderson on .the invitation of Rev.
John McSween, pastor of the
Fort
Hill
Presbyterian Church
here,
church, and former pastor of the
Prof. Bill Lippincott and Cadets
Zagora and Knobeloch
furnished
music.
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FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS, ATHXETH8

DO YOU KNOW?

HOW TO STUDY

The Students' Handbook of Practical Hints on the Technique
of Effective Study
By
William Allan Brooks
A Guide containing hundreds of practical hints and short cuts in the
economy of learning, to assist students in securing Maximum Scholastic
Results at a minimum cost of time, energy, and fatigue.
Especially Recommended for overworked students and athletes engaged in extra curriculum activities and for average and honor students
who are working for high scholastic achievement.
Some of the Topics Covered
Scientific Shortcuts in Effec- _
Diet During Athletic Training.
tive Study.
How to Study Modern LanPreparing For Examinations.
guages.
Writing Good Examinations.
How to Study Science, LiteraBrain and Digestion in Relature, etc.
tion to Study.
Why
Go to College?
How to Take Lecture and
After College, What?
Reading Notes.
Developing Ooncetration and
Advantages and Disadvantages
Efficiency.
of Cramming.
etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.,
The Athlete and His studies.
Why You Need This Guide
"It is safe to say that failure to guide and direct study is the weak
point in the whole educational machine. Prof. G. M. Whipple, U. of
Michigan.
"The successful men in college do not seem to be very happy. Most
of them, especially the athletes are overworked." Prof. H. S. Canby,
Yale.
"Misdirected labor, though honest and well intentioned may lead to
naught. Among the most important things for the student to learn la
how to study. Wihout knowledge of this his labor may be largely in
vain." Prof. G. F. Swain, M. I. T.
"To students who have never learnt "How to Study," work is ver>
often a chastisement, a flagellation, and an insuperable obstacle to contentment." Prof. A. Inglis, Harvard.
"HOW TO STUDY" will show you how to avoid al'. misdirected effort,
Get a good start and make this year a highly successful one by sending for this hand-book and guide NOW.
You Need This Intelligent Assistance

CLIP w
AND MAIL
TODAY.

American Student Publishers,
22 West 48rd St., New York.
Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of "How
to Study" for which I enclose |1.00
cash; $1.10 check.
Name _..
Address

Mr. A. B. Schnell, State Secre.
tary for Student and Boys' Work
in South Carolina, gave a splendid
talk at vesper services
Sunday
evening on "True Values in Life."
"Why do you rise so early in
the morning?" ''I have to go down
town early to find parking place
for my car."
"But don't you then have a good
deal of time hanging on
your
hands?"
"Oh, then, I take the street car
home and have breakfast."—Ex.
Some girls are very mushy,
They admit it under teasing
But explain that they have got
that way
Because of constant squeezing.

EVERYMEAL

WRIGLE

makes your food do you
more good.
Note how it relieves
that stuffy feeling
after hearty eating.
Sweetens the
breath, removes ^
food particles
from the teeth,
gives new vigor
to tired nerves.
Comes to you
fresh, clean and
full-flavored.

Still in Service after 2SO Years
AHUNDRED years before Napoleon was
born, before his wars scourged Europe, before the French Revolution raged, this Cast Iron
Pipe was laid, in the reign of Louis XIV, to
supply water to the fountains of Versailles.
A report from the Director of the Water Service says: "From their actual state of preservation, which is excellent, excepting the assembly
iron bolts, these conduits seem to be able to furnish service for a very considerable time longer."
The high resistance of this Cast Iron Pipe to
corrosion may be judged from the clearness of
the fine "parting line" produced by the old
horizontal method of casting.
THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU,

Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

CAST IRON PIPE
'THEBEU. 6-SPIOOTJOINTS

Our new booklet, "Planning a Waterworks System," which covers the
problem of water for the
small town, will be tent
on request

THE ACCEPTED STANDAHD FOB
..UNDERGROUND COHSTBUCnOH,

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service,"showing interesting installations to meet
special problems
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COLLEGE PRESS
HOLDS MEETING
(Continued from Page 1)
pa:-, .n the convention. Following
the executive committee meeting
Wednesday afternoon, all the deie;. ate, were welcomed Wednesday
evening with a reception in the
p iivcrs o:' Chicora College. Thursday evening the staff of The Criterion entertained with a reception in
the Columbia College parlors after
the evening session of the association. All members of the association were guests at the CarolinaP. C. football game,
a forwardpassing thriller which Carolina won
handily, Friday
afternoon.
The
concluding and probably most brilliant feature of the convention was
a banquet at Flinn Hall Friday
even1.!!)?.
Many
of the
visito-s
went, at the conclusion of the ban.
cruet, to a deliightful informal dance
given
in
the
aCrolina
gymn
i-i honor of the visiting P. C.
football team.
For the banquet the dining room
of Flinn Hall was beautifully deeorated with Carolina colors, garnet and black, and a delicious dinner was served. W. Lee Crocker
acted fss toastmaster, and
toasts
were piven "To the Girls' Publications" by W. W. Bryan of "Clemson and "To the Boys' Publications" bv Miss Gladys "Talber> edit 1 tor of The Winthrop Journal. R.
G. Bell, secretary of the University
Y. M. C. A. ma\le the principal
speech.
Music was furnished by
the Carolina quartet and stunts by
Columbia College. At the close of
the banquet all the visitors gave
a rising vote of thanks to Carolina,
Columbia, and Chicora for
their
entertainment.
An invitation to hold the 19 26
meeting in Charleston as guests of
The Citadel and the College of
Charleston was accepted by the association.
Clemson delegates to the meeting in Columbia were: from The
Tiger, W. W. Bryan, editor-in-chief;
J. B. Caughman, business manager;
and D. H. Ross, associate editor;
and from The Chronicle, F.
B.
Leitzsey, editor-in-chief; and W. C.
Brown, junior cooperative editor.
\Prize Winners
The winners of the various medals offered by the association, and
also the winners of second place
in each contest, are given in the
following list.
Editorial,
"Where
Are
You
Standing Now?"—Clemson
Tiger.
Second place, 'Local Attitude Toward
Visiting
Artists."—Spokesman, G. W. C.
Feature,
"Bits
of
Winthrop
Life"—Johnsonian.
Second place,
"The Oldest Inhabitants,"—Spokesman, G. W. C.
Poems,
"Christmas
Night,"—
Winthrop Journal.
Second place,
"The Dreamer," Concept.
One Act Play, "In the Eyes of
the Law"—Winthrop Journal. Second place, "In the Gloaming,"—
Carolinian.
Essay "Sandburg, "The Dual Master,"—Winthrop Journal.
Second
place, "A Sister Turned Socialist,"
Concept, Converse.
Sketch, "The Streets of an Old
Town," College of Charleston. Second place, "Little Shop Around
the Corner,"—Winthrop Journal.
News story, "Morse Speaks on
Journalism at the Press Club,"
Gamecock.
Short story, "Gluck of Grossherty," Carolinian.
Monkey and a Freshman
Sittin on a rail,
Couldn't tell the difference
'Cept the monkey had a tail.

J
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THE TIGER
D. A. B. CHAPTER GIVES
ENJOYABLE BENEFIT DANCE
(Continued from Page 1)
lanta, with Cadet F. E. Cullum;
Miss Nola Heath, of Clemson College, with Cadet A. R. Moore; Miss
Florida Pollard, of Inman, with
Cadet J. S. Williams; Miss Ruth
Turner, of Converse College, with
Cadet J. O. Hicks, Miss Eloise Maxwell of Anderson, with Cadet C. M.
Rogers; Miss .Annie Henderson, of
Easley, with Cadet B. F. Lenhardt;
Miss Jessie Trowbridge, of Anderson, with Cadet H. M.
Killingsworth; Miss Louise Jamison,
of
Spartanburg, with Cadet E'. P. Jordan; Miss Elizabeth Peterkin, of
Greenville, with Cadet H. A. Cox;
Miss Margaret Arnold, of Anderson, with Cadet Henry Husbands:
Miss Elizabeth Armstrong, of Easley. with Cadet J. A. Aull, Miss
Mary Russell Booth, of
Easley,
with end it O. F. Jones; Miss Mammie Norton, of Greenville, with
H. E. Keenan; Miss Mildred Morton, of Greenville, with Cadet J.
W. Carson; Miss Elizabeth Shaefer,
of Toccoa. Ga.. with Cadet R. J.
Ginn: Miss Frances
White, of
Greenville, with Cadet C. N. Cobb;
Miss Annie Brock, of Seneca, with
O^det B. D. King;
Miss Bettie
Hutchins. of Spartanburg with Cadet W. G. Hutchins; Miss Mahel
Porter, of Spartanburg, with Cadet
H. T. Chapman; Miss Amye Sloan,
of Clemson College, with Cadet
W. B. Calhoun:
Miss
Margaret
Ebenhardt. of Seneca, with Cadet
D. P. Thomson Jr.. Miss Eunice
Keever. of Greenville, with Cadet
Bob
Covington;
Miss
Gladys
Graves, of Clemson College, with
r>det H. S. Gilmore; Miss Myra
Hunter, of Prosperity, with Cadet
Buster Parler.

| CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY
The Architectural Society
held
its second meeting of the year on
Tuesday evening.
An
excellent
program was enjoyed by everyone
present.
Professor Dennis Kavanaugh gave an interesting lecture
on "Selling Yourself to the Business Man." The advice that Professor Kavanaugh gave in this talk
is sure to be of great benefit to
those students who heard
him.
Professor R. E. Lee commented on
•the advice just given the members
and emphasized the importance of
being capable of selling yourself to
the other man. The next speaker
was Professor Crowgy who
offered some excellent sugguestions
on how to improve this society.
J. E. Cudd, the president, read
an article on "The Life and Worlc
of Michael Angelo." Another reading, "The Present Day Draftsman's
Opportunity," was presented in a
worthy manner by C. R. Dobson.
W. K. Stalling concluded the program with many well
selected
jokes.
The next meeting of the society
will be on December the second.
Every student taking architecture
is urged to be present at this time
A good program has 'been arranged for this meeting. Plans are being arranged to have several noted
business men from nearby towns to
speak at the next meeting.
—C. R. D.

TO BE 0IVEN ON
FR1BAY EVENING
The Community Dancing
Club
will give its first dance of the year
in the dining room of the Clemson
Club Hotel Friday evening
from
8:30 to 1.
The Jungaleers orchestra will furnish music, and the ball
promises to be a most enjoyable
affair.
A number of visiting ladies
are expected to be present.
All members of the faculty and
other people of the community are
cordially invited and urged to attend this dance.
Invitations have
also been issued to a few cadets.
Those cadets who have received invitations are urged to invite ladies
for the dance.
Arrangements for the affair are
being handled by Mr. John Lane,
president of the Community Dancing Club.
MISTAKEN IDENTITY
Do you remember that night when
we met,
And the things that you said, I
remember them yet?
Do you remember that first night
we kissed—
And thought of the things we had
totally missed?
Do you remember that night when
you cried,
Because for an instant I strayed
from your side?
Do you remember that time when
you said,
"Dearest, without you, I'd rather
be dead."
Do you remember?—You don't—
s'funny, it must have been some
ether girl.

Victim: Hey,
that wasn't
the
tooth I wanted pulled.
ADVICE TO FRESHMEN
Dentist: Calm yourself. I'm comIn four more yoars you will know
almost as much as you think you ing to it.—Mirror.
know now.
Minister
(.to flapper) : "Would
you care to join our missionary
Abie, mein son, vy for you, go
movement?''
der stairs up tuos at a time?
Flapper: "I'm just crazy to learn
To save mein shoes, fadder.
it; is it anything like the collegiate
Veil, be careful you don't shplit
waltz?"
your pants.
'2 7: And what did you think of
"Rat"—Well, I must be off." my last joke?
"Girl"—Thats what
I thought
Editor: Glad to know it was your
when I first met you."
last!
She:"What color do you prefer for
AH Topcoats $22.50 at Hoke
brides?"
He:"White is my first choice." Sloan's this week.

CALHOUN LITERARY
SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Calhoun Literary Society was held on
Tuesday evening.
Since several
members on the program were absent the new president, J. P. Batson, called on several members to
make impromptu speeches on various subjects. This was something
new in the regular routine of the
society and needless to say was
much enjoyed by those who were
present.
The debate was upheld
on the affirmative by L. R. Miller
and M. A. Wackym, and on the negative by D. F. Campbell and F.
N. Culler. H. F. Kiser is to be
complimented on his essay,
the
subject of which was "Success."
The attendance of the Calhoun is
poor. Everyone who is a member
and especially those on the programs are urged to attend the
meetings.
—L. A. S.

Carte
du tJteer

COLUMBIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Columbian Literary Society was held
on Tuesday evening.
The debate
was postponed until -the next meeting on account of the importance
of the query and the absence of
several members scheduled to debate.
The program was carried
cut well and enjoyed by everyone
present. C. B. Day gave a good extemporaneous speech on "The Proper Relation bstween Clemson Cadets and the Military Department."
Mr. Day proved that his knowledge
in the field is very extensive.
C. R. Garrison is promoting a
scheme whereby the society roll
will be freed of inactive members.
This new movement is sure to cause
greater interest in the work of the
society.
—H. L. B.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting on Friday
evening.
A very interesting program was rendered. The outstandng feature of the program was
the debate. J. E. Youngblood, R.
H. Cain, J. A. Stevenson, and J.
D. Knight composed the opposing
sides of this interesting "battle

of words." Mr Stevenson was chosen by the judges as the best speaker.
Other members of the program were W. A. Shands, orator,
and W. H. Pruitt, Reclaimer.
A motion was made and adopted whereby the Palmetto society,
cooperating with the Calhoun society, will give a special program
sometime within the next
few
weeks for the purpose of instilling
more interest in literary society
work.
—W. C. M.
Teacher—"Now
you
have in
front of you the north, on your
right is the east and on your left
is the west. What have you behind you?"
Small Boy—"A patch
on my
pants. I told mother you'd see it."
The Pike's Peak of modesty was
reached by the old maid who wanted her appendix taken out through
her mouth.
The height of tough luck: When
a guy's ears are so large he can't
fit into a casket.

I0HN C, CAM
I9TEL
ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

100 Baths

Excellent Cuisine

11 ? ILLEg u

BEST GIFT DEPARTMENT
As the greatest gift season of the year is approaching,
many have begun to think and wonder about this ordinarily perplexing problem. We have assembled from almost all over the world an assortment of gift merchandise
that will quickly solve your thought of what to give.

Yes, it's true that
she'll know you
paid just five calling cards for her
Parker Lady Duofold, but do you
really think she
thinks the nonentity costs more?
Then you'd better
look farther.

CHINA from France, Germany, Czecho-Slovakia, Japan, England.
POTTERY from Spain, England and U. S. A.
BRASS GOODS from China.
Then there's SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, CLOCKS,
GLASSWARE, both domestic and from Checo. Slovaky.
CUTTLERY, BRIC-A-BRAC from the best of makers in
this country.
Come here to shop—you'll find it pleasant and profitable.

SULLIVAN-MARKLEY HARDWARE CO'
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Tomorow is the close of the 1925 football season and with
it will come victory to some and disappointment to other
teams all over the country. But the one game that will be of
the utmost importance to every Clemson man is the annual
Turkey Day classic between the Clemson Tiger and the PurHurricane. Let's make this season a success by crushing the
much boasted Furman team.

FOOTBALL SEASON WILL CLOSE WITH
BASKETEERS PREPARE
THANKSGIVING CLEMSON-FURMAN GAME FOR SEASON'S PLAY
Tomorrow will bring to a close
the more or less erratic football
reason for Clemson.
The Tigers
have played the brand of football
of which they are capable but twice
this year—in the Auburn and in
he Citadel games. Furman too has
played a varied type of football,
so the outcome of the Turkey Day
fracas is purely a guess.
The Furman-Clemson game is always a wonderful
exhibition
of
fight, sportsmanship, and good football, regardless of the previous
standings of both teams. According to dope. Furman has uuite an
edge on Clemson till-? season, but
'at meas.'S nothing in the Turkev
Day game.
The Tigers have been hard at

work since the Citadel game, exerting every power that they possess
to prepare themselves for the Purple Hurricane.
The morale has
improved greatly and this is about
half of the game. Watch the Tigers come up from under heavy
odds and place themselves on a
perch of glory tomorrow—that is
Tigertown's prediction.
Manly Field will be surounded by
a wall of spectators. Fans will
pour in from all corners of the
state to see the Hornets and Tigers
battle to the bitter end. The Corps
of Cadets will be there en masse
with their splendid band to give
the Furman cheering section a hot
time.
Look for Clemson's spirit;
listen for the Tiger's roar!

Last week that loyal bunch of Tigers, stung by repeated
Pa said it was dangerous to eat
reverses, eluded the nemesis that had followed them the
peas with a knife, but he always
entire season and staged a comeback that resulted in the dewas a man to take chances.—Oregon
feat of the Citadel Bulldogs. One more game, the final enOrange Owl.
counter of the season, is necessary to make that comeback
complete. Let's go over there, fellows, and fight with that
Why did the burning deck boy
choose
team that is fighting for Clemson, and bring home a victory
To stand upon his feet?
with which to celebrate Thanksgiving.
News and Courier Pays Merry Because the lad had thicker shoes

CHARLESTON TALKS
OF CLEMSON MEN
Compliments

to

Than he had trouser seat.

Tiger

Since they downed the Citadel cadets, the Tigers have
Football Stars
seen a new light and have determined to obtain a goal which
Last week the professor was so
absentminded he spanked his oldhitherto had seemed far distant and almost inaccessible.
Clemson made a hit when the
Many changes in the lineup have been made, some of. which football team football team visited est son on his bald spot.
have improved and strengthened the team greatly.
Charleston.
The warriors
made
"I've just been chatting
with
Furman has suffered two reverses
lately and was held to a very narrow margin over Carolina, but that
is not saying the Tigers will have
any easy job on their hands tomorrow.
However, we will predict a very close game, and advise
you, if you want to see some royal
scrapping, to keep your eyes on
those Tigers all of the time. Whoever wins that game is certainly
going to earn the victory. The cadet corps and hundreds of alumni
are backing their team, and are
praying for victory. They believe
they can and know they will win it
if it is in their power to do so..
So here's to them in their last
game this year, and for some their
last game for Clemson.
We also extend our wishes for
success to that other Tiger team
that goes into the field to-morow—
the -cross-country
team.
What
could make
a
more
complete
Thanksgiving
than two
decided
victories over an ancient rival.
Praise
The way
Wildcats
see, and
them on

is due that "rat" team.
they trounced those young
Saturday was beautiful to
we wish to compliment
their successful season.

All together, now gang, let's
take The Hurricaners by storm and
bring home that game.
"Isn't she divine?
She
looks
like a goddess of liberty."
"She is.
She's
been divorved
four times."
"What is bigamy?"
"A double portion of too much."
The ships of our navy!
The ladies of our land!
May the former be full-rigged,
And the latter be well-mannered!
A Picketpocket Speaks
If you find that you have quite a
taking way,
Or that your hands feel at home
in a crowd;
If somebody grabs them, be sure
to say,
And, brother, say it out loud,
"Pleased to meet you!"
Because, though it be but a 3lip of
the mind,
If you lack this small courtesy,
When the officer, come, you'P be
embarassed to find
That they undoubtedly will be
Police to inn?', you!—Ex.|
Save your money. Take a
look.
Suits $29.50 in the Arcade.
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big hits against the Citadel team.
IMPORTANT MATTERS
And the whole Clemson delegation
DISCUSSED AT COLLEGE MEET struck a high note for Clemson
with the people of the ''City by the
(Continued from page 1)
the Sea."
C. D. Weimer, sports editor of
which last week came to a close
The Charleston News & Courier,
m Chicago.
Clemson was the only South Car- has a humorous character, presumolina college represented at .the as- ably fictitious, named Tom. Here
sociation, the delegates from this is what Tom had to say about the
.nstitution being Dr. E. W. Sikes, Clemson-Ciiadel fracas in an artipresident of the college; Dr. P. H. cle in The News & Courier a few
H. Calhoun, director of agricultural days after the game:
Well folks, I failed to crash the
teaching; S. B. Earle, director of
the engineering department; H. W. Clemson-Citadel game, but this is
Barre, director of the experiment no blight on my reputation because
station; and D. W. Watkins, assist- I did not even try. To tell the
ant director of the extention service. truth, I was so, busy cr&shing botIn addition to the general session tle necks the night before I had a
of the association, representatives slight attack of emaciated insufof each department attended special ficiency, this said insufficiency remeetings at which only persons in- fering absolutely to what I had
terested in their branch of work Saturday and not what I had the
night before. I make this confeswere present.
Among the matters taken up by sion because I expect to ride the
the presidents of the various col- WW from now on—until, well un.eges was
the proposed
cut in til.
I have decided that I had betgovernment R. O. T. C. appropriations.
By such a cut, it was point- ter lay off the stuff because it gives
ed out, many young men would be me such a terrific effects. Already
denied an education as many of I feel the good effects as I haven't
them rely on their government com- eaten but seven times today and I
mutations to get them through col- expect to soon cut this down to a
.ege.
The college presidents were regular five-meal day. Everybody
practically unanimous in their dis- tells me I'm getting so fat; and it's
approval of the proposed cultail- a fact, at that. I've gained more
ment and will protest against it to than a hundred pounds sine? I was
born. I'm getting so fat I'll have
high government officials.
On their return from Chicago the to have my .clothes made out of
Clemson delegation visited many in- broadcloth.
Although, as I say, I did not see
stitutions including Red Grange's
University of Illinois and North- the game, I had been talking to a
western University, where the stu- Clemson supporter and he asked
dents recently went on a rather de. me what I thought about the game
tr-rtive rampage when their foot- before it was played). I told him
I thought it would be a joke, but
ball team won a game.
fortunately I didn't say whom the
joke would be upon. He was a bit
There once was a motoring lassie, tied-tongued, and listen to
this
W^ose lines
were
exceedingly conversation
we had.
Talking
classy.
about Clemson he says (get out
She was easy to park
your Clemson list here):
From midday to dark,
"Dozier Pinklea will win?"
And she sure had
a wonderful
I said, "Naw, do you?"
chassie.
He says, "I dunno, that's why I
Eskew.
But, anyhow, I'm gonna
''Can you tell me a part of the hollow Wray for Clemson, and you
Bible which forbids a man having watch 'em make Warr on Citadel
and win by a Hair. And what's
two wives?"
"Yezzim. 'No man can serve two the Price of admission?"
''Boys," I says, "you're Greene
masters.' "
and your talk is mere Tuttle, I
wouldn't Walker block to see that
His: "Where are you going with game."
that apple?"
"Well," he says, "meet me toHonor: "To see the
doctor's morrow and ride up in my Chandwife."
ler."
His: "Oh. the apple is to keep
But I had the Hicks from the
the doctor away!"—Ex.
night before, so I didn't get out.
However, Clemson seemed to have
Here lies old Ebenezer Jutt,
found the missing Link and I unWho called himself a botanist.
derstand this fellow came down
He thought he'd eaten mushrooms, the street yelling:
but
"Clemson Bowles 'em over."
His judgment was the rottenist.
Yours
Tom

your
wife, old
man.
Awfully
clever woman! Like a living cyclopaedia, isn't she?"
''No, no, my friend. I can hardly agree with you. You can shut
an encyclopaedia up, you know."

"Tink" Gillam Will Be Inspiring Leader of Tiger Basketball Team
Basketball practice has begun in
earnest and Coach "Tink" Gillam
is well pleased with the progress
being made during night practice.
Several nights last week a number of candidates reported for practice and the work has been lined
up and some headway made.
Many memhers of last year's team
and also of last year's freshman
team are out for a try-out, and
more will be out just as soon as
they are dismissed from the gridiron at the close of the football
season, or from the cross-country
team.
Captain Palmer,
Klugh,
Bailey, Newman, Mitchell, Dowling,
Roy, Austin, Brock,
Green
are
some of the veterans.
Midkiff, McGlone, Beason,
Harling, Mundy, Allison, Martin and
Eskew and Pursley, are additions
from last season's freshman class,
With such likely looking material,
the prospects for a successful cage
season look bright under the leadership of Gillam.
Clemson has games 'scheduled
with N. C. State, University
of
Georgia, Newberry, University of
Kentucky and negotiations are under way with several other colleges
At least eight conference games
will be scheduled so as to make
Clemson eligible for the big tournament in Atlanta.

Kiss'ng a girl just because she
Visitor: Did any member
of wants you to is like scratching a
your family ever make a brilliant place that dosen't itch.
marriage?
Professor: My wife did.
She (just introduced): Somehow
you seem familiar.
Suits for Clemson men in the
He: Good heavens! I haven't startArcade.
ed yet.
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"About ninety per cent of the stuff written about
'The Variety of Proteins' is pure bunk. The feeder
who has corn, oats, silage, alfalfa, clover and pea
hays ne^ds ^nly one other feed—Corn Gluten Feed."
So declares one of our biggest authorities on feeding.
He says that variety is a very simple thing—easy to
understand by any farmer who knows his animals.
The purpose of variety is to make the ration more
palatable. If there is any other virtue in variety, you get
it in your alfalfa, clover and other leguminous roughage.
Feed your corn, oats, silage and clover hay—with Corn
Gluten Feed. You will then make meat or milk at the
lowest cost per loo lbs. In proper combination you get
the variety your animals want and the protein therj need.
Beef cattle make cheaper gains on Corn Gluten Feed
than on grain alone. Dairy cows almost double their
yield with Corn Gluten Feed in their ration. This practical feed lot experience can not be changed by theories.
The price of corn does not change its analysis. Sell
some of your corn and buy Corn Gluten Feed to supply
the protein lacking in your grain. Tell us what you are
feeding and we will suggest the right ration for you.
We want to help you get more out of your home grown
feeds. Write us for advice on feeding. Get your supply
of Corn Gluten Feed from your dealer or from any manufacturer.

Associated Corn Products Manufacturers
Feed Research Department
Hugh C. Van Pelt, Director

208 South La Salle St., Chicago, III.
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